Summary

Creator: González Herrera, Guillermo, 1955-

Title: COHLA records

Date: 1976-1986

Size: .21 linear feet (1 box)

Abstract: The collection relates to Guillermo González Herrera's activities as a member of the COHLA Collective (Comité Homosexual Latinoamericano), a Latin American gay rights organization formed in the early 1970s. It contains some biographical material on González, correspondence, printed material, meeting agendas, notes, and printed matter from the March on Washington for Lesbian and Gay Rights 1979, the Christopher Street Liberation Day Committee, and other gay and lesbian rights organizations. The collection also contains a paper entitled A Class Analysis of the Question of Homosexuality in Capitalist Patriarchy by Martin Land and Naomi Brussel.

Access: Advance notice required.

Preferred citation: COHLA records, Manuscripts and Archives Division, The New York Public Library

Language of the Material: Multiple languages English and Spanish

Processing note: Collection processed by Amelia Carlin, 2017.
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